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Local galaxies come in two flavours

Schawinski+2014 Sanchez+2018



R. Maiolino Silk+2012

adapted from 
Kocevski+2015

Highly non linear,
local, microscopic 
processes



De Lucia+2007

Need numerical models: 
SAMs or fully hydro simulations



De Lucia+2007

Illustris TNG 2018

Need numerical models: 
SAMs or fully hydro simulations



Thomas+2010

“Downsizing”

Evidences 
from chemical 
composition 
and dynamics 
of local ETGs

Chiosi+2002



Identifying high-z passive galaxies



Galaxies come in two flavours… at all epochs

Santini+2022,
UVJ selected



Selection based on SED fitting, assuming 
top-hat SFH (best hypothesis for short 
timescales) + probability of SF solutions

Merlin+19

▪ z>3
▪ magH < 27 
▪ SNR [Ks, IR1, IR2] > 1
▪ SED fitting with top-hat SFHs, BC03 w/ 

or w/o lines 
▪ Probabilistic selection: 

▪ best solution with SFR=0
▪ Pbest (passive) > 30%
▪ no Pi (star-forming) > 5%

z>3 passive galaxies: CANDELS

CMB



Recently quenched



Santini+2021



Our Red&Deads are ∼0.5% of all z>3 galaxies, 
but provide ∼5-10% of cosmic SFRD at 3<z<8

We are fairly consistent with the observed 
SFRDs at z<5, but predict a ~constant SFRD 
up to z~10



Schreiber+18

EM+19 
sample



JWST 

astrodeep.eu



A candidate at 
z=9.45…

But poor 
optical data

HST WFC3

JWST 
NIRCam

HST 
ACS





“If log10(M∗/M)~11 galaxies already exist by 
6<z<10, these must equally rapidly quench, and 
remain quenched, to avoid becoming too massive to 
be accommodated by the lower-redshift galaxy 
stellar mass function (e.g. McLeod et al. 2021). 
This suggests massive quiescent galaxies at least as 
early as z~6” (Carnall+2023)

Looking for quiescent sources at such early epochs is extremely challenging

- very short timescales
- might be only temporarily quenched, 

although the more massive, the 
more likely to be red & dead

R. Feldmann



Breathing (a.k.a. re-juvenation)

Sparre+2016
FIRE

EM, Chiosi 2012 Stinson+2007

Can explain 
wrong 
candidates:
Balmer break is 
created by the 
older populations



Valentino+2023

A robust sample of 
∼80 candidate 
quiescent and 
quenching galaxies 
at 3 < z < 5, color 
selected



Carnall+2023
EGS: 15 sources
SED-fitting selection
3<z<5, M*>1.5e10Mo
12 galaxies matched
4 objects already in EM+19
+ 8 too faint for selection



UDS, 3<z<4
Nanayakkara+2023 Spectroscopic!

EM+19 
sample



A massive quiescent one at at z=4.7, quenched at 6.7

Carnall+2023

EGS
Selected in EM+19 
(non robust)

Spectroscopic!

AGN



A post-starburst at z=7.3 

JADES,
Looser+2023

“Based on colours alone, this quiescent galaxy would have been 
identified as ‘star forming’ if using the local and low-redshift colour 
selection criteria; indeed, its rest-frame U-V colour of 0.16±0.03mag 
places it outside the local quiescent region of the UVJ diagram, 
regardless of V-J colour.

Observationally, the very young age of the Universe unavoidably 
implies a young stellar population – even if star formation has 
stopped. Essentially, all quiescent galaxies in the first billion years of 
the Universe must be ‘post-starburst’. 

Therefore, early quiescent galaxies are expected to have blue 
broad-band colours, very similar to the colours of star-forming 
galaxies, making their photometric identification challenging”

Spectroscopic!



More statistics? EUCLID

Investigates the Dark Universe via 
BAOs and WL

WIDE: 15000 sq deg, VIS ~ 24.5 (10σ) 
1.5 billion galaxies, 600 million spectra
DEEP: 40 sq deg, VIS ~ 26.5 (10σ)
(CANDELS: ~1000 sq arcmin)
Launch in a month

EM and MC part of OU-MER:
Photometry + morphology created by automated pipelines 

(which we developed)
Periodic public data releases starting 6 months from launch



Santini+2022

So, what about models?



Hartley+2023



EM+2019

Gould+2023





Comparing observations with models is not trivial

MODELS:

Redshift
Mass
Age
Metallicity

OBSERVATIONS:

Photons

Fluxes 
+ 

Errors

COUNTS
SED

{For all 
sources

● Incompleteness
● Assumptions
● Algorithmic 

limitations

Only for 
detected 
sources}

Weaver+2022



Comparing observations with models is not trivial

MODELS:

Redshift
Mass
Age
Metallicity

OBSERVATIONS:

Photons

Fluxes 
+ 

Errors

COUNTS
SED

COUNTS
SED

{For all 
sources

Only for 
detected 
sources}“true” SED

Add observational sources 
of errors and perform 

measurements

FORWARD MODELING





stellar particles as galaxy tracer               
gas cells as dust tracer

HYDRODYNAMICAL SIMULATION

SFH

particle-based

FORWARD MODELING

post-processing of the simulation:

・large-volume 
・full hydrodynamics

FORECAST

imaging from rest-frame ultraviolet 
to near-infrared bands

crop of JWST/ CEERS               
Credits: https://ceers.github.io/

        MOCK OBSERVATORY

https://ceers.github.io/


Final simulated light-cone in H160 band (PSF and noise added in post-processing)

light-cone between 0.1 ≤z≤ 7.0
field of view 200 arcmin2 , with pixel scale 0.06 arcsec

ASTRODEEP catalogue from CANDELS GOODS-South 
field (Merlin+2021) exploiting IllustrisTNG-100  
(Weinberg+2017, Pillepich+2018)

Testing FORECAST emulating the CANDELS GOODS-South field

post-processing:
▶   instrumental PSF + bkg gaussian noise + shot noise   
▶   RMS map



Testing FORECAST emulating the CANDELS GOODS-South field

Example of small areas containing a group and single objects, in 4 simulated bands (in μJy; 
light-cone with PSF and noise added in post-processing)

     ACS B435                   WFC3 Y105               WFC3 H160  IRAC CH1



JWST mock dataset

WFC3 f160w                                        NIRCam f150w



SED-fitting tests: photometric redshift

SED-fitting tests: stellar masses
input photometry measured photometry

input redshift and 
photometry

measured redshift and 
photometry

REAL WORLD: 
GOODS-South field



CONCLUSIONS
Massive, passive galaxies are confirmed at z>4, detected at z~5 and beyond

While photometric selection can be problematic at z>5, JWST spectra provide the 
first evidences of the existence of QGs at z~6-7

Euclid will soon provide tons of data

These objects challenge LCDM: models do not produce them

Waiting for MOND-ian predictions!

Models and observations shall be compared properly: forward-modeling (FORECAST)

Question: are there tests of MOND that can be performed with (photometric) data of 
high-z (passive) galaxies?

Thanks! emiliano.merlin@inaf.it
astrodeep.eu

mailto:emiliano.merlin@inaf.it
http://www.astrodeep.eu


Weaver+2022



A massive dead galaxy at z=6.7?

- No detectable flux in Herschel
- Catalogued in many surveys (e.g. Finkelstein+2015; 
Bouwens+2015; Harikane+2016) as a z ∼ 6 − 7 mildly star forming or quiescent galaxy
- Classified as a z = 1.73 source in 3D-HST by means of EAzY photo-z estimate 
- Might be a cold brown dwarf? 
> Too faint for spectroscopic analysis with current facilities; J band continuum 
might be visible with MOSAIC (S/N=5 in 4∼5 hrs - MOSAIC white paper)

zform ∼ 14
SFRburst ∼ 130 Msol/yr

Merlin+19



Spectroscopic confirmations at z 3-4

Originally published in 2017
Included in EM+19
See also Schreiber+2018 “Jekyll & Hyde”

2020



Herschel and ALMA confirmations
Santini+2019,2021

Popescu+10

Analysis of spectroscopic data available at the time 
supported the passive nature of candidates



PRELIMINARY

Abell2744 EGS (CEERS)

Adding COSMOS and UDS (PRIMER), GOODS N+S (JADES), NGDEEP


